DATE: March 13, 2018
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
CIT Relay & Switch Offers Short Lead Times and Lower Prices
Minneapolis, Minnesota – CIT Relay & Switch offers two automotive relays with shorter than industry
standard lead time and better than industry standard pricing.
The A6 Series automotive relay for sale is small in size and light weight. Offering low coil power
consumption, switching current is up to 30A with contact arrangement choices of 1A or 1C. Coil voltage
options for this relay are 12VDC or 24VDC with coil power of 0.9W or 1.3W. The A6 Series is 22.5 x 15.0
x 25.2mm.
With switching capacity up to 30A, the A17 Series automotive relay is light weight and small in size.
Suitable for automotive and lamp accessories, this small automotive relay switch offers contact
arrangement of 1A with coil voltage options of 12VDC or 24VDC and coil power of .96W. The A17 Series
auto relay is 16.5 x 15.5 x 24.3mm in size.
Specifications and materials are dependent upon your choice of relay.
Lead-time averages 12 to 16 weeks. Volume pricing is dependent on option choices. Contact CIT directly
for a quote and sample to solve your relay needs.
CIT RELAY & SWITCH, a division of Circuit Interruption Technology, Inc., manufactures a broad array of
automotive, telecom, security, industrial and audio relays and switches in thru-hole, panel, and surface
mount styles. CIT RELAY & SWITCH products are supported by a worldwide network of distributors and
sales representatives. For more information about the CIT RELAY & SWITCH A6 or A17 Series relay or
any of the CIT relay or switch products, contact CIT RELAY & SWITCH, 14680 James Road, Rogers,
Minnesota, 55374 USA. Phone: 763-535-2339, Fax: 763-535-2194, E-Mail: sales@citrelay.com, Website:
www.citrelay.com
Direct Link:

https://www.citrelay.com/view_relay.php?series=A6
https://www.citrelay.com/view_relay.php?series=A17
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